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In March 2009 we were invited by Mid Penine Arts and Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council to come and spend a two-week ‘Talking Shop’ 
residency in Audley Range, Blackburn. 

During our stay we gave shopkeepers the chance to reflect on their business and its position within the community. We have lost count of the 
number of times we must have walked up and down the length of Audley Range, collecting, recording and piecing together the past, present 
and future perspectives of the shopkeepers that we met. And what a pleasure that was! From the freshest spices, to vintage videos and 
handmade cakes, each shop was a unique experience, personified by a wonderful variety of friendly, knowledgeable and committed individu-
als. Some have been working their trade for as long as they can remember, while others have reinvented themselves over and over again, 
some have big plans for the future, while others seem happy with the way it is. 

At the end of our residency we invited all of the shopkeepers and their staff to join together for a group portrait in the middle of Audley Range, 
stopping the evening traffic and asking a local photographer to take the picture. We were pleased to see so many familiar faces turn up for a 
memorable snapshot of a living community.

We left Audley Range with a great deal of respect for the shopkeepers we had spoken to, individuals who invest so much time, energy and 
pride into the running of their business. It might be that they can’t help it, or that they just want to carve out a living, but they are still providing 
a valuable service to the community and it is important to appreciate this. We started to see them as the everyday heroes of Audley Range. 
This publication brings together some of these heroes, a collection of 44 voices that form part of today’s Audley Range business community.

And while we are documenting and commemorating the past and the present, it is also important that we look constructively to the future. We 
hope that this project will bear fruit and lead to the creation of an inclusive and vibrant business forum in the area.

That we wish for, 

Kaspar Wimberley and Martina von Holn

The Heroes of Audley Range
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Talking Shop is an art and regeneration project managed by Mid Pennine Arts, Pennine Lancashire’s strategic art agency. Mid Penine Arts 
recognise the instrumental role shops and small businesses play in bringing local people together within the social hub of their neighbourhood.

Since 2005 artists have visually documented a diverse range of local businesses across Pennine Lancashire, capturing not only the stories 
but also the current issues and challenges. Through exhibitions we have begun to share this information with the public, while developing new 
partnerships with economic professionals that foster the pathways to further support. Talking Shop is not just an art project; it is a creative 
tool to put local independent shops on the regeneration agenda. 

Each project is unique, with its own creative model of support and engagement. In Blackburn the project was developed through a steering 
group that included neighbourhood management, community enterprise, employment pathfinders and the arts department. “Talking Shop: The 
Heroes of Audley Range” brings together the unique experience that artists Kaspar Wimberley and Martina von Holn have had during their two 
week period of engagement, meeting the shopkeepers of Audley Range.

Nick Hunt, Director of Mid Pennine Arts

ELEVATE is one of nine Housing Market Renewal pathfinders and is supporting the use of creative and imaginative techniques to engage local 
residents, young people and businesses, to help build sustainable communities that will endure long into the future. Working in partnership with 
the Local Authorities and organisations like Mid Pennine Arts ELEVATE puts visionary ideas into practice to improve neighbourhoods, enhance 
people’s lives and create places where people want to live, work, visit and relax.

Talking Shop is a pioneering creative project, which has enabled Elevate to listen to and celebrate Pennine Lancashire’s business community.

Claire Tymon, Creative Community Engagement Manager, Elevate

Talking Shop
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Galleries Patel
Audley Range Post Office
Computer Laptop Repair Centre      
ACE Valeting
Sidat video and general store
Shakil Gents Hairdresser
Hashim Travel and Estate
Shah Silks
Azad Video
The Washbowl Launderette
24/7 Taxi Service
The Lunchbox
Solkar Halal Butchers
Audley Pharmacy
Royal Bombay Sweets

Right Way
Mumtaz Textiles
Ecclestone Motors
Audley Working Men’s Club
Al Murshid
Best 4 Less
Nfive Travel Agency
Audley News / Tempting Delights
Sweet Palace
Audley Pound Centre
UK Car Sales
Mr Whippy
PC Phones
JK Travel and Estate
Audley Hairdressers

Audley Fish and Chips
Sling UK
Audley Motor Accessories
Audley Welding
Cranes Eanam Stores
PK Foods
Fareeds Takeaway
Sals Hair Studio
Independent Training Academy
Furthergate General Store
Furthergate Post Office
Furthergate Working Men’s Club       
Better Value Mini Market
Jimmy the milkman 

The businesses featured in this book are listed in the order they appear as you walk along Audley Range
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Computer Laptop
Repair Centre

How is it working in a post office?
It’s quite interesting actually. You meet different people. People 
just come to the post office, then they have a little chit-chat, 
regarding their computer, laptop, games, you know. Yeah, it 
works. This is an important place you see, and I’m getting the 
benefit of it, getting free advertisement, word of mouth. When 
you work in your own community you get good business from 
local people because they know you. They trust you. They 
know that you live here.
Have you had a business before this?
No, I’ve been in this the computing field for more than 10 
years, but I just started the business a few weeks ago.
And in terms of Audley Range, do you think there could be 
other shops, other than the ones that are there at the moment?
Yeah, there should be more shops around here, because most 
people go to Whalley Range for clothes, grocery shops and 
takeaways. We should get everything here on this road, rather 
than going to Tesco or Morrisson, or Whalley Range, or some 
other place.
What would you do if the post office had to shut down?
If the post office shut down they’re not going to knock down 
the building are they? So I’ll stay here, I’ll take this on rent. 
Maybe I would extend it, do some more stuff like mobile 
phones.

k3
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ACE Valeting

Whenever we go past ACE Valeting we are greeted by a friendly face asking, “you wan’ a brew?”

Naheed Iqbal has been valeting for various garages for the past ten years. Two weeks ago he decided that he would set up his own valeting 
business and is busy renovating a small derelict cottage to use as a workshop. He shows us how he has reinforced the floor with concrete and 
removed a flight of stairs, collecting abandoned treasures that he finds in the process.

How’s it been going?
It’s all right. I think I will be able to pay the rent, no wages yet!
Do you work with any of the other garages in some way?
I’m hoping to sort this mess out first before I go to the dealers, you know tidy up. Then they can come and see the place, and then we might 
get some work from them. Opposite that DIY place, I spoke with him…
Ecclestone Motors?
Yeah. And he said he would give me some work.
As somebody who doesn’t live in Audley Range, do people treat you differently?
Well I can’t really see any difference. I think I get on very well with other people. You could throw me in a jungle and I think I’d be all right!

As the week goes by business seems to pick up, and large advertisement boards start to appear outside the shop and alongside the main 
road. One day he calls out to me as a new arrival is being serviced, “It’s from a dealer, he’ll send me about 5 a week!” Naheed is confident that 
the contacts he made working for various garages will bring him enough work in the future.

While writing this publication Naheed has been asked to find an alternative location. He now works just outside Audley Range on Carluke 
Street. It still costs £3 for a car wash.
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Mr Zaman Kayani set up the travel agency 10 
years ago. There are now three members of 
staff. One is responsible for holidays, another 
for property, another for pilgrimages.

How are things going for the business?
It’s ok, we’re getting better and making 
improvements every day. People come from 
far away. Bolton, Preston.
Why did you decide to set up a travel agency? 
It’s a facility for the community. At that time we 
thought there’s nothing here, all these people 
are travelling to India or Pakistan and there was 
nowhere to book tickets. People had to go to 
another part of town to get their tickets.
As somebody who has lived in the area for 
most of your life, what has changed over the 
past 30/40 years?
In the 60’s there were mills everywhere, there’s 
nothing left now. (He goes on to list all of the 
mills, when he gets stuck he asks an elderly 
customer who has just entered the shop) 
Imperial Mill, that’s it! The industry disappeared 
when Thatcherism brought in cheap labour. 
They never thought about what would happen 

here in 20 or 30 years.
Do you prefer running your own business, to 
the time you spent working in the factories?
Whatever you do you’re working for your bread 
and butter.
How do you feel about Audley Range as a 
community?
in every community there’s good and bad. 
Nowadays some people don’t have any 
respect, but on the whole Audley Range is a 
good community. People look after one 
another, they buy locally, support one another 
and keep together. Because they know each 
other, they trust each other.
Are there any issues in Audley Range that need 
to be addressed?
Youngsters. I personally don’t think they have 
anything for them. I have a business for my 
child, but not everybody has a business. 
Others have to leave. There’s nothing here, no 
industry, no jobs.
How do you feel about the idea of a business 
forum?
The more links you put together the better. 
People together are stronger.

Gulfaraz Kayani, Employee

Is there anything that you think is missing in 
Audley Range, a type of shop or business that 
you would like to have here?
Have you been to Whalley Range? If you go 
around there, you’ll find out what is missing 
here. 
What is missing here?
Clothing, music, you can find everything there. 
We’ve got takeaways here, but no cafes. 
Around there people have got cafes and 
everything. 
But do you think that these businesses would 
be successful in Audley Range?
Obviously you can’t open something today, and 
it would be successful tomorrow. It would take 
time. And don’t forget there’s a credit crunch 
as well, so people don’t want to spend money. 
Have you ever thought about starting your own 
business?
I might do.
if you had the chance, what would that be?
I don’t know. I’m working on it, but I don’t know 
yet. If I work it out I’ll let you know!

Hashim Travel Agency
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How long has your business been running for?
We have been here since 1982, the year after I 
was born. At that time the layout of Audley 
Range was very different, we had a little 
residential estate where the retail parks are 
now. Since then that block has been demol-
ished and these houses here are probably the 
only ones that are still standing.
What do you think about the sense of 
community in Audley Range?
I grew up around here with people of different 
races and colour, and we didn’t really have any 
problems. My brother and his family live next 
door, my sister lives a couple of houses down 
the road, and they have been content with 
bringing their families up around here. There is 
a sense of belonging to all the people that are 
here, most people around the corner know 
each other.
How do you see the future of the businesses 
on Audley Range ?
I see most of the revenue being taken up by 
the bigger shops, corporations. Smaller 
businesses are dwindling, they are slowly 
fading out. Ethnic Asian customers and small 
minorities tend to stick to shops they are 
familiar with, the community shops.

Shah Silks

Do you think the area needs some form of 
investment or regeneration? 
I do, because Blackburn needs to attract more 
people. There is a large community, but the 
output of the community as a whole is not a 
lot, and people are looking for motivation to 
come in here and make Blackburn more 
affluent. It’s what people around here would like 
to see, because you want to bring your kids up 
in an area with opportunities and chances for 
them. I think a road like this could see a bit 
more investment, because it has the potential. 
It can be a very busy road, there are a lot of 
mosques and other buildings, if people wanted 
to tap into that potential then they could.
Do you think there are any shops missing on 
Audley Range? 
We have everything we ever needed, that is the 
greatest thing about Audley Range. Everything 
is on your doorstep. We have asked our Mum 
and Dad to move so many times, but they have 
always declined, because they feel at home, 
and because they are so comfortable with the 
community. We have a chemists two seconds 
away, a post office on the other side, markets, 
groceries. I think the value of this property is 
determined by the community around it rather 

than by the whole of the building itself.
What would you like to see for your parents 
business to happen? 
We haven’t really got anything planned at the 
moment. It’s just about keeping the head 
above the water. We might change the purpose 
of the shop, but it’s been a fabric shop from 
day one since my Mum and Dad took over and 
we intend to keep it like that for the time being. 
As long as we are in an area like this there will 
always be a demand, and within the last five, 
ten years, Asian clothes have been taken into 
the bigger fashion arena. The biggest 
designers are starting to use Asian designs 
and they’re catching on, even for men. You see 
them in high street shops now. You will never 
make millions from it, but we never expected 
to anyway.
Are you going to take over the business?    
The day my Mum says she wants to hang up 
her boots I will do something, hopefully with my 
wife. We might change it into something more 
useful for the people around here. We were 
thinking of changing it into an opticians. Go 
down that route and see what happens.
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Azad Video

We had spotted a small sign for a video shop 
so we went to see what was on offer, having 
already asked ourselves if there were any 
businesses offering a form of entertainment in 
Audley Range. 

We are greeted by a large group of young 
teenage shopkeepers, whose heads keep 
popping up from under the counter. They joke 
about being the gangsters of Audley Range. 
The oldest member of this crew runs the shop. 
taking over from his brother, who took over 
from their father. The tiny shop, which is open 
every day from 5pm, is proudly packed from 
top to bottom with vintage videos, tape 
cassettes and DVDs. ‘We have films that are 
older than you’, one of them says.

How long have you had the business for?
25 years.
And for how long have you been working here?
This is my third year.
Do you enjoy working here?
Yeah, I get to meet people, find out what’s 
happening, no worries, just chill out.
(Friend) It’s a fun environment. It’s one of those 
jobs where you can work at your own pace and 
enjoy yourself as well. You get to watch movies 
and everything!
What about Audley Range as a community? 
How is Audley Range?
Top community! This is the best area in 
Blackburn!
Is there anything that you feel is missing in 
Audley Range?
Facilities for youngsters. There aren’t many 
facilities. I’m talking about the improvement of 
a couple of places, like the football pitch. 
There’s no major attraction in this area.
(Friend) Personally I think Blackburn has 
improved a lot. When I was his age it was 
awful. Even the town shopping centre, when 
you look at it now, it’s improved a lot. Audley, 
you’ve got to give it time and it will improve.

Do you think the different businesses on Audley 
Range could work together on some things? 
There isn’t really a network of businesses. Do 
you think that would be a good thing?
There are different businesses and different 
ideas. Do you know what I mean? Each 
businessman has his own idea. Am I right? 
We’re on the side, they’re on the main road, 
they’ll be thinking different, we’ll be thinking 
different.
I went to Whalley Range and saw a video shop, 
and you could see that they’ve had a bit of 
investment. They’re all, you know, they’ve got 
popcorn and things like that. So I was 
wondering if you had similar plans?
No, people come in for videos don’t they!
(Friend) Believe it or not, no matter how many 
video shops there are in Whalley Range, they 
all still come here. When you look at them from 
the outside they might look glamorous and 
everything, but believe me, the customers 
come here. This shop has been here for some 
time, and I think it’s established itself. That’s 
what it is. Just keep it just the way it is!
You get people from Whalley Range?
Yeah, yeah, we get people from Accrington! 
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When I was young we would have been brought 
around on weekends or holidays to see the 
staff, pay the wages, empty the coins. I’ve 
been doing that since 1961, virtually all my life.

I don’t think we are particular welcome on the 
block, because it’s our customers who go and 
ask people for a single pack of bubble gum, 
and please can I have money in change for the 
launderette. From my point of view at least 
somebody’s gone into that shop, even if it’s to 
ask for change. The customer has an entire 
week to think about the change for the 
launderette.
Is Audley Range a good place to do business?
Audley Range used to be a main thoroughfare 
out of Blackburn, but now the main route goes 
on to Copy Nook, plus you’ve got this 
ridiculous selection of bicycle lanes and speed 
bumps making it difficult for people to get 
through. It’s fine for stopping joy riders, but it 
also impinges on the rest of us using the road. 
Wherever you stop vehicles going past as a 
routine, you’re stopping passing trade. People 
will not see the businesses, they will not see 
the shop fronts, the business name, and know 
that they exist.

Do you think that the businesses community 
here is sustainable? Are there enough people in 
the community who will shop locally?
There will probably be a shake out because of 
the economic climate. Those businesses that 
survive the next two years will probably be 
good for the next 10 to 15 years. Times 
change, fashions change and shops need to 
be able to move with the communities. There 
was a time when every street had a video 
rental shop; it was a business that came and 
went in a short space of time, and that applies 
to different market segments now.

My business is as a launderette, and as long as 
it’s worthwhile trading as a launderette, and as 
long as I have the enthusiasm, it will continue 
as a launderette. I don’t know if somebody 
would want to buy the business as it is. It 
makes an adequate living, but as a series of 
small corner shops across the borough it may 
not be a very sellable proposition.
What is the value of small local businesses?
Small shops are out in the communities where 
people live, and if you’re looking to sustain a 
future for our nation you should be walking to 
corner shops, not getting in the car and driving

to the superstores. I begrudge the fact that 
Tesco has got planning permission to double in 
size, it seems inevitable that some other shops 
will go out of business. Small businesses aren’t 
in it for the purpose of squeezing people for 
big profits; they’re about small individuals who 
are trying to make a living in a very difficult 
market sector. The place to get best service 
should be from the small local people who you 
know.
What is your take on the ‘youth’ debate?
Kids used to be able to make their own fun. 
Nowadays fun seems to be hanging around 
street corners and being seen as a nuisance 
by adults. Fun should be a bit more active than 
hanging around on street corners.
What did fun used to be?
It depends on your age group. There was 
plenty of opportunity for cops and robbers and 
cowboys and Indians, but these days children 
hanging around the streets with holsters and 
hand guns is more likely to involve a police 
presence. Holding up grandma’s house used to 
be something that was a fairly reasonable thing 
to do, holding her to ransom for sweets, but if 
the neighbours were to see it these days, 
you’d expect a SWAT team round wouldn’t you?
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How long have you been in business?
About 30 years. It’s my dads business, I kind of worked my way into the business after I left 
school.
Has there been a lot of change in 30 years?
Well it’s gone from pen and paper to a computer, gone on to GPS, but that’s about it.
And are times busy at the moment?
It’s alright, it pays the bills, does the job. Everybody’s happy.
How many drivers have you got?
At the moment about 90.
And do you have any dreams for the business, or are you happy that it’s ticking away like it is?
We’re up for expansion all the time.
Are there any issues in Audley Range that you are concerned about?
One thing I’m concerned about is the youth. They don’t have nothing to look forward to. I think 
you’ve got to get people that understand the kids, you’ve got to get a team that’s going out to 
find them, wherever they are, ask them what they want to do and just get something going for 
them, because they have nothing going for them. I know there’s kids that go to the youth 
centre, youth club, etc., but then there’s the other kids that don’t go there. It’s about bringing 
the other kids in there.
Have you ever thought about it yourself, doing some sort of youth work with kids?
Yeah, I want to. I’d have to look into it, voluntary work or something, because obviously I’ve no 
experience working with kids. I’d need some training
What kind of events do you think they would respond to?
I think that’s it, you’d have to get out there and see what they wanted. Obviously I could give 
you some ideas, but you’re best off going and asking them.
You’d be a good youth worker.
Would I?

Taxi24/7 k11
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It’s been a sandwich shop for 24, 25 years, but we’ve just been here 3 years. We’ve done a lot of work on the place since we took over; we’ve 
completely changed and redecorated everything. We’ve added a lot more hot food on and we do a special every day. People come in and 
order that now without even asking what it is. We do chilli, beef stew, corned beef hash. Today’s was chilli. It’s a nice friendly little shop, lovely 
customers. Everybody that comes, we have a chat with them and they know us by name.
So you’re enjoying it?
Yeah, I love it.  It’s not like going to work, it’s a day out every day, know what I mean?
I work with my sister in law. She comes in at 5 o’clock in the morning for the early morning trade. I come in about quarter to six, and finish off 
and clean up in the afternoon. Because when I walk out of here tonight, it’s got to be spotless, so it’s ready for her in the morning.
That’s nice, not everywhere has the same policy!
We’ve got a contract with a pest control and he just has a key, he comes in when he wants and we’ve never had a problem. He just leaves a 
note, been in, everything fine, no problems, as usual.
Do many Asian people come here?
A lot of the Asians come in from the taxis up the road. We bought a pan that meat doesn’t go into, so they know that I can always fry eggs for 
them. It’s all cooked in vegetable oil, no meat ever goes in the pan. Obviously you see what sort of people you’ve got around you, and knowing 
that their religion doesn’t allow them to eat bacon and pork, you’ve got to cater for that. I think they respect us for it. They come in more and 
more.
What is your relationship to other businesses in the area? Do people support one another?
We’ve tried to support the local businesses. All the cladding on the walls came from a customer, the blind outside came from a customer, and 
the carpeting that we put down in the flat came from the carpet place on the corner.
Most of the businesspeople, especially around this street, I know all of them. You know the bakery around the corner? I eat their biscuits and 
they come in here every now and again, and we put plants up outside and one of the guys from the bakery, when he’s around early morning or 
afternoon and we’re not here, he dead-heads the flowers for us. It’s just really friendly. Even the Sikh Temple next-door, if I’m here working on a 
Sunday, they always bring me some lunch in. They’re that sort of people. It’s great. We couldn’t have gone into a better area really.

The Lunch Box
k12
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English butchery and Asian butchery is totally different. English butchers sell meat with the fat and everything, but in an Asian butchers all the 
fat is taken off. We can’t sell the way English butchers are selling, for example sausages and those kinds of things. We can make halal 
sausages, but some women they will say that sausages are only for English people, you get my point, they can’t get a multi-culture society. 
Asian businesses are suffering all the time. Instead of doing progress, we are always suffering.
What would your dream be for the future of this business?
I’m not happy at the moment because I’m wasting my valuable time. You stay here from half past eight to half past seven, and in the end you 
didn’t get very much, so what’s the point for you. ... Times are hard, because prices are shooting up. If I want to buy a lamb at the moment 
for example, one lamb is costing me about £100, and one box of breast about 75, 80, before it was 67, 65.  And now 80 quid, 13, 14, 15 
pound difference. You can’t make money.
Is there anything that you like about the job?
Oh yeah, I enjoy my job. If you’ve got a skill it’s alright. It’s quite an interesting job, it’s busy all the time, you’ve got so many things to do, you 
have to do the boning, and this, and that. You don’t know where the time’s goes. 
And what did you do before you worked as a butcher?
I’m from India. I’m a qualified person, I went to University as well. I’m from Bombay in the city, I worked there as a court clerk for 6 years.
How do you find the community in Audley Range?
The community is very good, very nice, no hassle, no drugs. It’s quite clean too.
Do you think there would be a way of bringing more shoppers to Audley Range?
I don’t think they will come. Audley Range, it’s quite a busy road, but it’s a residential area, nothing else. In an area like Whalley Range there 
are so many shops, and they are making an Asian Bazaar, so people are shopping there. There is no attraction in Audley Range.
Did I ask you what you think has changed since you started and now.
Yeah it’s changed, so many things. People now like cash and carry. Modern Asian people.
This is the old style here?
Oh yes.
Okay.  What do you prefer?
I like the new one innit!
So you would like to have a more modern type butchers?
Yeah.

Solkar Halal Meats
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How long have you been working here?
I’ve not been working here that long, since September. I used to work at Boots in the town 
centre, but this is a Boots store now. It’s very different to being in the town centre, it’s a 
different type of business really, but it’s good, more of a community feel, they know you by 
your first name and all the rest of it, and they all come and say, ‘oh have you heard about 
this’ and…
Do you prefer working in this kind of shop, where everybody knows you and the same 
people come in again and again, or in town where it’s a bit more anonymous?
I don’t know. I think when they get to know you they think that you’re their own and they can 
treat you how they want, and sometimes they can loose a bit of respect. Some people just 
barge in and say where’s my medication, not in a nasty way, but they just haven’t got time 
and they think that because you know who they are it’s ok.

This place has already changed to a Boots, are there many independent pharmacies left?
Well people are buying more and more, but I think the latest trend is 100-hour pharmacies, 
that’s what people are getting into. It’s like 24-hour supermarkets. Tesco is opening a 
pharmacy as well, and that’s going to be a 100-hour one too.
When do we have a break?
Well I think the newer pharmacies don’t think about having breaks and things like that. When 
I was working in the town centre that’s what it was like, there was only one pharmacist and 
they don’t care about giving you a lunch break. It’s up to you just to catch it whenever you 
can.
Do you know what this place was before it was a pharmacy? Or was it always a pharmacy?
I’m not sure, but we’ve found some very old things from the 1980’s and they’re all 
pharmacy related, old registers and old medications, so I assume that it’s always been a 
pharmacy.
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My dad has had the business for 20 years, 
and I’ve been working here about 10 years.
What’s it like growing up when your dad’s 
got a business like this?
It’s okay. Keeps you busy. You don’t get any 
free time!
What do you enjoy about working here?
Everything. It’s home, it’s a family business, 
meeting new people…
Do you live in this house as well?
Yeah, I live upstairs.
So it really is home.
Yeah, it’s home.
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Well in 1966, when we took over, it was only a 
petrol station, and I had this impression I was 
going to sit in a kiosk and sell petrol and read 
novels and books and just go out and serve 
the occasional person. That didn’t seem to 
work out!

At the time there was a big project on called 
make money and they put our gallonage up 
from 2000 a year to virtually 10000 gallons a 
year. So we were sitting pretty. As time went 
on and supermarkets opened their garages 
and their petrol stations, my petrol became 
unattractive because it was more expensive. 
Eventually it became so silly that it was 
cheaper for me to buy my petrol at a 
supermarket going home, than to put petrol in 
myself. So more and more I worked on car 
sales and repairs. 
During this time my son used to come and 
have a Saturday job, and by the time he was 
13 he could do all sorts of things. When he left 
school he came to work here, and when I was 
65, which was four years ago, I virtually gave 
him the business. And he’s very good at the 
job, exceptionally good at the job.

Ecclestone Motors

Do you miss anything about working here?
When you’ve been in a place as long as I have 
you can’t let go. I was in hospital at the 
weekend and I’m still here today. I come every 
day, lost if I don’t come really. There’s lots of 
jobs I need to do at home, but, plus the fact 
that Dave’s working on his own, I know this 
sounds strange for a big 6ft 2 lad like he is, he 
gets a bit lonely. Fed up. So we have our 
dinner together, and we chat and we talk about 
things that are going on, make some 
decisions, and it works.
What was Audley Range like in 1966?
The area was ruled by the mills. There must 
have been about 20 mills and about 10 or 12 
tall chimneys. It was a totally different district. 
Audley Range itself was end to end shops, all 
touching one another. One night me and my 
friend sat down and tried to remember, and did 
remember, every single shop. There were two 
hairdressers, there were two or three 
newsagents, several butchers, and they were 
all doing business along this road, feeding the 
side streets that led onto it. When I lived in 
Queens Park Road there was only one person 
further up who had a car, nobody else had a

car in the entire road or area. Everything was 
done by horse, the bin collection, the laundry, 
everything was by horse. It’s quite amazing, 
isn’t it?
Have your customers changed over the years?
There was once a time when people were quite 
happy to drive on here at 9 o’clock in the 
morning with picnic bags fully of goodies, 
setting off to the Lake District and the coast. 
But more and more the Asian population 
moved in, until now we’re now in a position 
where we’re dealing with Asian grandchildren of 
the people that we dealt with many years ago.  
We grew up with the Asian population and we 
get on very well with them to say the least. I 
don’t think I could go anywhere in this area, or 
in town, without an Asian saying, ‘Hiya Peter, 
how’re you doing’.

Because we’ve been here a long while, and 
because we’re very careful what we buy, and 
because we’ve sold cars and if anything’s gone 
wrong we rectify it, we don’t say goodbye, get 
lost and don’t come back again, we’ve gained 
a good reputation amongst the Asian popula-
tion.
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Audley Range 
Working Men’s Club

How would you describe the changes that have taken place in the area?
Well, mainly with the Asian population, you know, when we moved here in 1980 
the area was predominantly white, and the club did very well, trade-wise, because 
of the white population. 
Are you open every day of the week?
Every dinner time, every night. It’s quite a busy club. This big function room, 
there’s only Monday and Tuesday when it’s closed. Wednesday there’s an organist, 
old time dancing and bingo, Thursday it’s line dancing, Friday there’s bingo, what 
have you, then Saturday and Sunday there’s artists on, bingo, draws, raffles and 
everything. People also use the club for functions, yesterday there was a funeral 
and they came back here after the service and had a drink, you know, things like 
that. It does very well. And it’s the cheapest working men’s club in Blackburn.
Do you have many young members?
We try to encourage it, but I would think the average age in this club is probably 
about 50. They don’t want to go in and listen to the singers that we have, you 
know, some crooner. They like a game of snooker, they like watching the sports, 
they might come in for an hour before they go off into town. Years and years ago 
chaps were members of the clubs, and as soon as their lads were 18 it would be, 
‘oh I’ll make you a member, come to the club with me’. 
What future do you see for working men’s clubs in Blackburn?
It’s a dying thing. I can’t see much future for working men’s clubs, I think they’ll 
just slowly close, and the two richest clubs, which is this club and Mill Hill Working 
Men’s Club, will survive. Two superclubs. All the other clubs will slowly die. Well 
they are dying. They’re struggling to keep open.
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Tucked away off Lambeth Street I meet Mohammed, the owner of a cornershop that 
has been in the family for twenty-two years. 

Mohammed arrived in England in 1964 and worked in a Yorkshire cotton mill, earning 
two pounds and fifty pence per day. At the end of the week he would put one pound 
in the bank. “Life is not about earning a lot of money”, explains Mohammed, “it is 
there to be happy and to help one another.” He believes it is vital to know and love 
your community, and seems to know every single person who enters his cornershop.

And what a shop, an amazing variety of spices, beans, pulses and grains. He talks 
me through the different spices and pickles, and points out that they are all very 
fresh, much fresher than in the supermarkets. Between sentences Mohammed asks 
one of his granddaughters to fetch two cups of tea from his house next door.

He produces a small ceramic plate from behind the counter, adorned with the image 
of a small German town hall. “Isn’t that beautiful”, he asks. “I like these things, if I had 
more time I could go to the auctions more.”

When his granddaughter returns with the tea he lets me choose a packet of cookies 
to have with it. 

The next time I come to visit the shop Mohammed places a black case on the 
counter. Inside I find an old-fashioned Brother typewriter. The third time I am there 
Mohammed hands me two volumes of a 1960s encyclopedia on the People of the 
World, which have remarkable illustrations and spread the smell of an antique 
bookshop.
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How long have you had the business?
I have been here for two years. It was already a corner shop, the previous 
owners moved on to do something else. Before I was a British Telecom 
engineer. I did that for six years before I was made redundant, so I have to 
do something different now. It’s been great, working for yourself. 
You open quite late don’t you?
It’s what people here need, late night shops. We open at five. We close at 
ten. The other shops close at six or seven. We are open half a day on 
Sundays too.
Do you have any future plans for the business?
I would like to change the front of the shop. It’s very old now and could look 
better.
What do you think could be done in Audley Range to improve business?
Have you been to Whalley Range? The money they spent there! If they invest 
here it would make a big difference. On Audley Range they need to concen-
trate on businesses, that is a priority. At the moment people go to Whalley 
Range.
How would you describe the community in Audley Range?
The community is wonderful. I would say it’s a very supportive community, 
like a neighbourhood watch. It gets busy after school, with the kids.

Best4Less
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Nfive Travel Agency

I was in manufacturing for twenty-five years in 
this borough. I was in the furniture industry. 
Lancashire has always had a traditional 
furniture industry, but the downturn in 
manufacturing and the increase in the pound 
made it a lot easier for people to import. First 
it was Italy, then it moved to China, and then it 
was more or less taken over by DFS and the 
big boys. A lot of small traders slowly went out 
of business, and our business went down with 
that.
Ireland was very big business, because when 
there were troubles in Ireland the big compa-
nies never used to go there. A funny thing to 
say, but when peace came into Ireland, the 
DFS and all the big boys more or less moved 
into Ireland as well, so a lot of small retailers 
went out of business. We couldn’t deal with the 
bigger retailers, so we more or less had to 
pack up.
How long have you done the travel agency for?
About two months.

Why did you decide to set up a travel agency? 
I’ve always done a lot of travelling all my life, 
since I was a young boy, so it’s always been in 
my blood. This gives me a little insight into my 
personal interest. And I’m a local councillor 
here, I represent this area, so this place is 
open for constituents to walk in. I get people 
coming in wanting passport photos signed, 
people just bringing their bills here, letters for 
the council, housing issues, wanting to check 
out entitlements, you know, little issues, big 
issues, there’s always something happening 
here.
Has it been a good start? Are you enjoying it?
Yeah, I’m enjoying it. It’s a learning curve. From 
the days when I used to buy the tickets from 
somebody else, now I have to supply them, 
getting through all the rules and regulations, 
and visas, and things like that. It’s been quite 
good, I’ve enjoyed it. Put it this way, if one likes 
to get out of the bed then you know you’re 
doing all right.

Is there any financial support available for small 
independent businesses in Audley Range?
Business funding is based on ones ability to 
tap into funding, a lot of times the guys who 
are good at getting the funding will always get 
it, but the ones who are not, or don’t 
understand, will always struggle. If there is any 
funding available, then the individual shop 
owner has to be very savvy tapping into that. 
Nobody is going to come through the doorstep 
and say, ‘right, here’s the money, we’ve 
earmarked your business and you’re going to 
get it’. It doesn’t work like that. It’s also a case 
of those who are willing to try, or not try. Are 
they willing to say ‘right, I’m going to get on the 
phone at nine o’clock in the morning, and by 
12 o’clock I’m going to find out everything’.
What do you feel about the idea of a business 
network in Audley Range?
Networking is always good. In my experience 
as part of the system, any collective voice, a 
traders association or whatever, would be 
more powerful than one single voice.
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Audley News

My family’s been here in this shop for 18 years now, and the guy before us was here for 30 years.
It’s a family business isn’t it?
Yes, we all work together, but I do all the running around.
There’s a sign around the corner, the phone thing, is that part of this shop?
It was, but it’s closed down. My sister makes cakes there now, in the back room. She makes them to order, weddings, birthdays, any 
occasion really. She’s not put a sign up yet.
Are there any businesses that aren’t here, that you think would do well?
You know what, I think an ice-cream parlour would do well. There’s one up on Whalley Range, they do smoothies and apparently they do quite 
well. Somebody said to me why don’t you open one up, but there are no places where that would be suitable. If there was an empty shop you 
could do it.
That’s a new one, ice cream, anything else?
People have tried a few things. Where that barbers is now, by the roundabout, a few people have opened clothes shops around there but they 
didn’t do very well. Not like Whalley Range, it’s just heaven for women there! Honestly I’ve met somebody and she goes to me “Whalley Range, 
heaven for women”. There’s so many shops there.
So if that’s heaven for women, what’s Audley Range?
I don’t know, it’s just local really.
What could be done to get more people shopping in Audley Range?
There needs to be some signs up, I’ve been to some places and they’ve had signs up, you know, showing what businesses are there. Because 
for some reason, people don’t realise that we’re here. And parking. Customers, they have to keep going round and round trying to look for 
parking, and there is no parking. They’ve seen single and double yellow lines, and they don’t want to get booked, so they go round and they 
come back and they go round again.
You need a drive through corner shop!
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Behind the counter is a hub for deep-frying. Javed Butt deftly pours 
spirals of a thin batter into the hot sizzling oil, which are then soaked in 
syrup. The bright orange sweet is called Jalebi. Javed tells me that they 
taste best when they are eaten warm, and that he always makes a fresh 
batch for each new customer. He hands me one of the sugary treats, a 
light crunchy shell with a warm oily syrupy centre. A customer remarks 
that there aren’t many places that still make fresh Jalebi.

Sweet Palace is run by two brothers and specialises in traditional Asian 
sweets. It also sells savoury food and seems to be a popular place to go 
for lunch. We are told that Indian people usually come for the sweets, 
whereas English people prefer the savoury products and only take away 
one or two sweets to try. All in all the business is doing well and they will 
soon be opening a second shop in another part of Blackburn.

Whenever we meet the brothers in the shop they are always wearing their 
aprons, as they jump between serving the customers and disappearing 
behind to prepare more ingredients. One day they let us take a look at the 
warm bakery space at the back of the shop, where the employees are 
turning a variety of coloured dough in huge pans with long wooden sticks.

On the evening of the community photo shoot we are allowed to power 
our lanterns from the shop. Thank you!
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When did you set up this business?
About three months ago.
What made you decide to set up the business?
Just, you know… an idea! Maybe this will work? You know, variety. 
Something for children, ladies, local people. Help us and we help the people!
Is it working?
No. Not at the moment. I wait. Maybe the next day will be better. Every day I 
hope. Hope is very good. Always.
And did you run another business before this one?
First we tried clothes, ladies suits, but that was no good. People go to 
Manchester.
How long did you run the clothes business?
Just a few months, but the idea was no good. So stop, and change to this.
Did you enjoy being in the shop and selling the clothes? 
The customers were not coming! We just sat the whole day listening to the 
radio.
Sure! Is that from the old shop?
Yeah.
What is it for? Is it for special…
Yes, for Eid and special occasions, you know, weddings, parties.
Do you like living in Audley Range?
Audley Range? It’s a good area. Nice people, helpful people. Peaceful.
Do you have family here?
I have my wife. I am her husband and this is our sweetheart. This is our 
family.
Do you miss Pakistan?
Yes. But I like it here, the people who live here, they are also our family. 
Family means good relations, my friends, her friends, you know.
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Mr Qayyum seems content with his business, Audley Range, and the 
pace of life. We ask if we can take a few pictures, and he asks to be 
left out of the images for religious reasons. This leads to a philosophi-
cal discussion about great thinkers, spirituality, Islam, and judgement 
day. He points out, with a twinkle in his eye, that religious tolerance is 
about recognising the human in one another, and overcoming the 
differences. We also talked to him about his business!

It’s taken 20 years to set this business up. It’s been hard. I think I 
work 24hrs a day. I was here at eight last night, and arrived at eight 
this morning. What other garage opens at eight. People say that 
working in the factories was hard, but it’s nothing compared to being 
self-employed. 
Why do you do it?
I don’t know. I just do, I can’t help it. Maybe I can’t do anything else. I 
used to do valeting at another garage. Somebody said to me the 
other day, I saw you washing cars 20yrs ago and you’re still washing 
cars! But now it’s my own business. Even if you suggested I should go 
somewhere and become a director I wouldn’t go. I’m happy here.
What advice would you give a prospective entrepreneur? 
If you have 200, spend 150, if you have 100, spend 75. And work 
hard, in whatever field you are, work hard and slowly you’ll get 
somewhere.
Are there ways you would like to improve things in Audley Range?
I don’t know how you could improve Audley Range. It’s always been 
this way. I like it this way. Its ok.

UK Car Salesk
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Mr Whippy

One day in one of the side streets we come across an 
ice cream van, hand-painted in yellow, orange and 
green. The driver is Mohammed, a young family man 
who lives just off Audley Range. He is a self-starter in 
his mobile business and has designed both the outside 
and inside of the van himself. Mr. Whippy roams the 
streets of the area from early spring to autumn.

A closer inspection of the vehicle parked in front of his 
house reveals a number of Tom and Jerry or Winnie the 
Pooh cut outs, surrounded by countless stars made 
from multi-coloured tape. Electricity is fed in through an 
orange cable, to keep the freezers going overnight.

Mohammed says he is content with how his business is 
running. He explains how he never wanted to become a 
millionaire, preferring to spend time with his wife and 
two small children. He climbs into the drivers seat to 
give us a short blast of his melodic horn, which he 
usually plays at every stop along his route. Finally he 
offers us a free ice cream; we go for the classic 
Twister. I remember it well from my childhood.
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For how long have you been running the business?
Nearly a year. On April he 15th it will be a full year.
And what’s this area over here?
This is the Internet café. I want to improve it in the future. I’m going to put more PCs here, and I’m going to move this, make a full counter from 
here to there, and all the stock will go to the back.
At the moment, what is the most successful part of the business?
Mobile phones. Pay as you go, used mobiles, new mobiles, plus repairing and unlocking the phones.
How about the PC repairs, because you’re also repairing laptops and PCs?
I can’t repair myself, but we provide services. If somebody comes here to repair their PC, we take it from them and send it to the repair 
centre. If it’s a change of hard disk or RAM, we can change it. 
And how did you get into this business? What made you want to set this up?
I’ve got a bachelor in computer sciences, and after that I’ve done a diploma in hardware and networking and a diploma in business administra-
tion. But actually I was impressed with my friend, if you go to Whalley New Road there’s a mobile phone shop. I used to sit with him 
sometimes, and I was just impressed with his business, and while I was sitting with my friend in Whalley New Road, so many customers from 
here went there, they travelled there, because there was no shop in Audley Range that could provide these services.
Is this your first business?
This is my first business.
Do you enjoy the day to day running of this business? Do you enjoy being here?
Yes. You know I’ve learnt so many things. My field is IT and computers, but I’ve learnt about mobile phones. It’s a good thing for me, for my 
future career. 
Have you had and problems setting up the business?
When I opened this shop I was the victim of crime. There was a burglary in the shop. You see this partition, that wasn’t here before, it was 
open, and at about one o’clock I went for prayers, so I left the shop for just 20 minutes, I closed the door and everything, locked it, and when I 
came back, all the phones, plus one laptop, plus cash, everything was gone.
You had no insurance?
No I didn’t, but I’ve decided to get insurance in the future. 
But you haven’t had any other problems?
A few days before, two guys came in here, they were looking at a mobile phone, and they just ran away with the phone.
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JK Travel

During my first visit to JK travel, one of the 
employees talks to me about his philosophical 
relationship to Audley Range. He describes 
how many people living in London or 
Manchester don’t seem to have any ‘stability’, 
that they are always rushing about and working 
long hours. He tells me that Audley Range has 
stability, and describes stability as a sense of 
community, as time spent with friends and 
loved ones, as being human.

Later I have the chance to talk with Zahida 
Khan, who runs the business with her husband.

For how long have you had the business?
We’ve been running the business for about 9 or 
10 years. My husband started off with a very 
small office and he’s built his way up, and now 
he does money transfers, properties and 
lettings.
I think I’m better at organising and he’s better 
at the selling, he can deal with the public much 
better than I can. I used to come in for an hour, 
or two hours, but now I’m in full time. I didn’t 
know what was going on before, but now I 
know what’s going on.
Why did you decide to set up the business?

My husband went to school until he was 16, 
and he’s always said I’m going to work for 
myself, he’s never ever wanted to work for 
anybody else. He said I don’t want to do a nine 
to five job and be restricted. He can get up one 
morning and say, ‘right we’re going away for 
the weekend’. Plus he likes to be involved with 
the children, he never misses parents evening, 
he never misses football matches, swimming, 
things like that. He wanted to be his own boss 
right from day one. He said that way I can 
commit to my family as well.
Those are the perks, what are the downsides?
It’s a 24-hour job. You’re on call 24 hours. A 
couple of months ago, a young boy had an 
accident going up to Manchester and he died, 
he must have been 21. The family rang us up 
at 2 o’clock in the morning. We had to sort 
seats, visas, even get funeral directors in for 
her. It was sad more than anything, it was 
really sad. When you’ve got children of your 
own and you hear about somebody else’s 
child. That’s the downside I think, plus the 
hours. We put in a lot of hours. Unbelievable.
Would you recommend this to your kids?
Never. I don’t want to put them through this. I 
mean I don’t know what’s going to happen in  

the future, maybe they’ll come in and take 
over, even make it better than what we’ve 
done. I know my husband would want one of 
our sons to come into the business, because 
he’s worked so hard and he’s built it up, he 
doesn’t want to let it go. But at the moment I 
always say to them maybe it would be easier if 
you had a 9 to 5 job. You come home and 
that’s it. Because I’ve seen my husband work 
so hard, it’s stressful to watch him because he 
works so hard. Plus everybody knows him. You 
can’t go anywhere without somebody knowing 
him.
What about Audley Range as a place for your 
business, and as a community as well?
I think it’s a fantastic community. Everybody 
knows everybody and we never seem to have 
any problems. There’s all this media hype that 
there’s this going on, and there’s racism, and 
there’s that, but I’ve never ever come across 
any racism. Even the children, they’ve never 
had problems. They go to the local schools, 
they go to the local mosque, and they play out 
in summer. We live right in front of the park and 
all summer the boys are playing football and 
they’re not bothered if somebody is white, 
yellow or pink. So I think it’s fantastic.
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As always Aurangzaib Mohammed greets me with a 
smile and a firm handshake. Inside the shop it’s nice 
and warm, steaming up the windows on a cold 
winters day. I get a master class in shaving as a 
young man receives the current trend cut, zigzags 
drawn onto a v-back and sides. Our concentrated 
barber cuts quietly, and meticulous cleans up 
afterwards. He is clearly proud of how he runs his 
business and the service that he offers. He then 
turns his attention to me.

He asks me to follow him, and takes me to the 
chippie next door where the owner can help 
translate my questions and his answers. He has 
been working here for 10 years, having previously 
worked as a barber in Bombay. Enquiring how the 
six barbers along Audley Range manage to coexist, 
he admits that he has lost some customers, but he’s 
getting by.

Audley Gents 
Hairdressers
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I’ve been here with my brother about 3 years. At the 
moment everything is alright. You’ve seen it for 
yourself, we’ve got everything around here. There’s a 
grocers there, takeaways here, another takeaway up 
the road, barbers, we’ve got a video shop as well, a 
phone shop, travel agents, chemist, dentist, we’ve 
got a doctors surgery; everything’s here.
 
I shop all along Audley Range, if I need some DIY 
stuff I go to the DIY shop, if I need some groceries I 
go to PKs, and with the other take-away, I sometimes 
I eat over there and they eat over here.
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We moved to this part of town in 1982.  
What was this road like in 1982?
It was quite a peaceful time. It was much safer 
than it is now. We used to have vehicles 
outside, vans parked down the side, we didn’t 
think of locking them. If you walk around now 
most of the shop fronts have got shutters and 
grills, nobody at that time ever had anything 
like shutters or grills. And I think a lot of the 
shops were busier, because we didn’t have the 
big chain stores like Argos selling everything. 
It’s hard to compete against the big stores.
Are there things that could be done to help 
make people want to come and shop here?  
There are certain parts of Blackburn where 
they have created a little shopping zone, 
provided facilities for local people to do their 
shopping, and facilities for the local shops or 
the local businesses to be able to survive. In 
Audley Range it’s not there. Once you create 
an area where people can successfully run a 
business, whether it’s incentives to get them to 
start a business, or finding some way of 

helping people who are in business, once you 
create a circle where people can survive, then 
due to demand people will start opening a 
variety of business.
Do you think the people who live in Audley 
Range shop locally, or do the majority shop in 
Tesco and go to big stores?
I think people are just shopping where they 
think it’s cheaper. The majority of people are 
looking after the pennies. Because if it’s gone, 
it’s gone, it’s not going to come back. You 
might go to Tesco or Argos and maybe save 
£2, £3, £5, £10, but eventually when the 
smaller shops have gone, you don’t have 
anything to come back to. You constantly hear 
on the news so many post offices closing 
down, so many chemists are closing down. 
People complain when they close down, but 
yet they don’t use them. So the local commu-
nity needs to do a little bit as well. I think they 
need to realise the asset that they have in a 
local business, people need to think, this is our 
region, not just the Audley Range area, the  

Blackburn area. If they’re trying to do their 
spending within the local community, it will help 
the whole of the community.
What would you say is an effective way of 
informing and encouraging people to do that?
Some sort of media advertising, there’s loads 
of billboards that they have over there, so the 
council, if they want to, can stress the 
importance of using the local community. 
Sometimes it’s only when they’ve got to the 
end of the road that they realise it’s too late to 
go back.
Do you have much contact with the local 
council regarding local issues that are affecting 
shopkeepers here in Audley Range?
The problem is, most of them don’t live here. 
They don’t need to wake up in the morning, 
walk out of the door and face their constitu-
ents. What they should do, once a week, is 
walk from one end of Audley Range to the 
other, just to see what is going on, where is it 
busy, where is it quiet.
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Up to 88 I was working at British Aerospace. I worked there for 9 ½ years as an electrician. When I started this business in 84, I was still 
working there for four years, that’s how I built my business up. And my wife, and my brother, they didn’t know anything about cars, and now I 
can put my wife in and she can run it. She’s quite good.
Does she work here sometimes?
She doesn’t any more, unless I need her. But before it was just me and her running the business. Sometimes the customers would come in 
and look at a woman serving behind the counter, ‘what car is it, what size of engine is it, what year is it’. They’d get surprised!
Nice. What made you decide to open a shop?
By trade I’m an electrician, but I was always interested in cars. So it was either an electrical shop or this, and I went for this. I haven’t looked 
back to be honest. The things I have achieved in the business, I don’t think I would have achieved doing a regular job.
What are you most proud of about this business?
Like I said I haven’t regretted anything, plus I enjoy doing it. Every day is a new challenge. I’ve been in the business 24 years, but I’m still 
learning. A lot of times people come in and say, ‘look I’ve got this problem’, and if we can’t answer it I tend to say, ‘sorry mate, you’ll have to 
take it to a garage’. But next time he comes in I’ll ask him, because that might help somebody else. So we just learn as we go along. We try to 
keep our catalogues up to date, and we try to give the right parts first time. Provided they give us the right information, the year of the car, 
the size of the engine, whatever, we give them the right part first time. If they don’t know we go outside and check the car. We wont charge 
them for it. If there’s two parts we’ll tell them, ‘take both of them, try not to make a mess of them, and whatever you don’t use fetch them 
back’. At the end of the day it’s the service you give them. If you give them the service and have a smile on your face, they’ll come back to 
you.
As somebody who has grown up in the area, what are your childhood memories of Audley Range?
This factory behind here, these big units, that used to be a chocolate factory. And when we were kids we used to have a little door at the back 
of the factory with bars on it. And when it was summer they used to have the door open, and we used to go there and the workers used to 
give us chocolate.

Audley Motor 
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How long have you been in business for?
Just short of 4 years.
What are you most proud about after those four years?
I’ve got my own business, that’s what I’m proud of.
You seem to be quite successful, with a lot of cars coming in every day. Did 
you expect that at the beginning?
Well the business has been running for over 40 years, it’s an established 
business, so I was expecting cars to come in.
Is there anything about having your own business that’s hard, or challenging?
It’s very hard, very challenging, but you’ve got to carry on. You can’t give up. 
When I first bought it I was thinking, have I done the right thing or what?  But 
it’s alright.
What’s hard and challenging about it?
It’s dealing with the customers! That’s the challenging bit. They want jobs done 
for free, well more or less for free. They’re ok, they just love haggling that’s 
all.
And what do you like most about running your own business?
Being in charge yourself. Because at the end of the day you’re doing the 
same amount of work, whether you’re working for somebody else or for 
yourself.
In terms of how you treat the customers, what do they get here that maybe 
they wouldn’t get somewhere else?
Quality on the job. You could probably get welding done somewhere else, but 
we do the job where it’s right. If it fails an MOT and we do the job, we 
guarantee it will pass. They won’t come back saying you’ve missed a bit or 
you’ve not put a long enough plate on or something, we make sure it’ll pass.

Audley Welding
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This business has been running for 40 years, 
I’ve grown up with it from as young as I can 
remember. I used to go into the shop on a 
Saturday with my dad, I was always hanging off 
his leg or his arm somewhere. When I first left 
school I worked in the business, then I went out 
and did my own thing, but the plan was that I’d 
always come back, which I did, about 20 years 
ago now. I wasn’t a partner at that point, I was 
learning the integral parts of the job, which you 
only learn by watching and listening. And now 
I’m in a position where I run it, which I love.
Are there any differences between how Asian 
and White people shop?
You don’t necessarily get one Asian person 
coming in to buy something, you generally get 
a family coming in to buy something. By the 
time the conversation’s gone on, and the 
bartering has gone on, I could have sold three 
items to two non-Asian people. They just walk 
in, I’ll have that, the deal’s done, the delivery is 
arranged, and I’m still waiting for this one 
person to decide whether they’re buying it. But 
that’s all part of the day to day running of the 
business. I can leave them standing there for 
half an hour chatting, they won’t be insulted by 
the fact that I’m not talking to them because 
they do it their way. Eventually they’ll come

back and they’ll buy it, but in their own time. If 
you don’t know how to handle different areas of 
the community you can quite easily alienate 
yourself, which fortunately we’ve never done. 
My dad had a good relationship with the elders 
of the Asian community, the majority of whom 
turned out to his funeral, which was a sign of 
the respect they had for him, and that’s been 
passed down through their families, that this is 
a shop to trust. You’re buying second hand 
because you can’t afford to go and buy new, 
so you should be looked after in the same way.
What would you say are you most proud about 
with this shop?
I’m proud of its reputation. I’ve been in a hotel 
foyer in Turkey and somebody tapped me on 
the shoulder and said, ‘aren’t you Mick Crane’s 
daughter from Blackburn’. It amazed me then, 
but it doesn’t shock me anymore. 
Our reputation, the fact that it’s still here, and 
the fact that younger generations of the 
original people that shopped with my dad 40 
years ago are still coming in. You can’t ask for 
better advertising than that.
What advice would you have for people who 
are thinking of setting up in business?
If you have any idea in mind because you’re in 
business you are a rich person, don’t do it.

From the outside people see money coming in, 
and you drive a nice car, which I do, but I work 
an 80 hour week. I don’t see my family, I don’t 
see my home. You get out what you put in. If 
you put the hours in and the idea’s right and 
you look after people, then you’ll be all right, 
but you’ve got to expect to work extremely 
hard, and sometimes for no wage.
Taking all that into account, why do you do it?
If I was looking at it now, I’d be terrified of 
trying it. The reason I do it is that I’ve watched 
the business for as long as I can remember, 
and I was taught by the best. It’s a bit of a bug 
is this job. You go out buying in the evening 
and you never know what you’re going to find, 
you never know what you’re going to walk into. 
I did three calls last night, I left here at 5 
o’clock and didn’t get home until quarter to 
eight. They were all local calls, but for all of 
those three calls I went in, got offered a brew, 
and people want to tell you their life story. They 
want to tell you why they’re selling it, when they 
bought it, which then gets onto when their child 
spilt such a thing on it. And it’s all part of the 
job, and those customers will keep coming 
back because you gave them the time of day. 
It’s like no other job that I know of anyway. it’s 
a different day every day.
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PK Foods

We opened about 3 years ago. It was a 
furniture warehouse before, so we’ve done it 
up A to Z from scratch. Obviously it took us a 
long time, we’re still setting up and doing bits 
and bobs here and there.
How many people work here?
14 people. They’re all local. That gives them a 
chance, a job in their hometown and 
everything.
How do you hope the business will develop in 
the future?
Obviously I want to grow. I want to get bigger, 
increase the takings, improve the quality and 
the service, improve all the fittings, furnishings 
and bring it up to date. I don’t want anybody 
coming in and saying I don’t like this, I don’t 
like that. It’s got to be just spot on. 
Maybe next year or in a few years time, I’ll 
have another one, and another one. Whenever 
you start climbing that ladder you want to go 
up and up, but you should always take a small 
step, you don’t want to fall behind.
Is there anything that makes being a small 
business difficult here?
You know this credit crunch thing, obviously it 
affects every business, and you can see it. 

Everybody does struggle, profit margins drop, 
prices have gone up, and you’ve got to try and 
do things yourself rather than get someone 
else to do it.
Do you think there are any other businesses 
that might do well in Audley Range?
We could do with a few other shops, a few 
clothes shops, things like that, a bakery, a 
music shop, maybe a sandwich shop, a café. 
More variety. I think people would say, ‘oh 
we’re going to PK, we’ll pick this up, we’ll pick 
that up’, or, ‘we’re going to that sweet centre, 
we’ll go and shop here as well’. I think it would 
make a difference.
How can you try and encourage people to 
come and set up these shops?
That’s up to them isn’t it! You’ve got to work 
day and night. Originally, when we first opened 
the place, I was starting at about 5 in the 
morning, and sometimes I wouldn’t get home 
until 2 or 3 o’clock in the morning.
You could almost live here!
Almost. A few times I slept here overnight, just 
for a couple of hours, had my rest and then 
got on with it again. Sometimes it does get too 
much, but to be honest with

you I’ve always been like a workaholic. I started 
working when I was 15. I’ve worked hard and 
this here is what I’ve achieved.
What are you most proud about here?
Obviously I’m here to give people a service, 
and I’m happy, and my customers are very 
happy, and I’m proud about that. Everybody’s 
got a good word for us and that’s what’s very 
important with any business, to see customers 
going away with a smile, and coming back. I 
mean a good 25 to 30% are English custom-
ers. We must be doing something right to keep 
them coming back.
Then are you happy with the number of people 
that are coming?
With any business you need to keep spicing it 
up, keep adding things on. We’ve not done a 
great deal of advertising yet. Maybe in the near 
future we can do some brochures or things like 
that, but you don’t want to do something that 
you can’t control. If you advertise heavily and a 
customer comes here, and he’s seen 
something on the leaflet and he doesn’t find it, 
he’s not going to be happy. Whatever you 
promise you want to land on the promise. 
That’s important.
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My father set this business up 14 years ago, and he’s 
done well until now. I’ve just recently taken over, so I’m 
just giving him a rest, looking after him.
Do you enjoy working here? 
Yeah, I enjoy working here, because you’ve got different 
types of food and you’re just making mental new things 
all the time. Cooking is done with your imagination, you 
just do whatever you want and create something that 
you’ve never created before. It’s good.
Can you think of a shop or service that people would like 
to have in Audley Range, something that is missing?
I would think a dessert shop, cakes, Indian sweets, 
smoothies and fresh fruit drinks, stuff like that. Maybe 
that could work. 
Is that something you’d like to have here?
Yeah. Because I love making juices. Maybe I’ll open one 
next door!
And what’s it like living in Audley Range?
It is very nice, peaceful, no trouble. We’ve got the Asian 
community, we’ve got the English community, we all mix 
together and there’s no racism or anything. It’s good.
Do you ever get asked by local groups to support or 
sponsor community projects?
Not recently. We used to support a volleyball team.

0034
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Sals Hair Studio

I’m from Pakistan. I’ve been in this country 
since 2000. Cutting hair is in my blood. My 
dad, he used to cut it, and my brother, he used 
to do the same as well. So you can say that it’s 
in my blood. I love doing this job.

I opened my business 2003 and I still 
remember my first customer, and it’s been 
nearly six years now. He was a kid. He’s not 
living here any more, but he’s in my heart. He 
was a very nice kid. He just had a normal 
haircut, but it’s different, it’s like you always 
remember your first love. You always remem-
ber your first customer!

When I opened my shop it took about one year 
to get the customers, and then I was all right. 
But since this credit crunch started business 
has gone down. You talk with a lot of custom-
ers and you ask them how they’re doing, and 
most, I’d say 90% of the customers, they say 
they’re losing their job. If somebody is not 
losing their job, they say we used to work 
about 40 hours a week, and now we only work 
16 hours a week. So there aren’t many people 
that have money. If they have money then

they’ll come for the haircut. If they don’t have 
money, they’re not coming. People are 
struggling, and it’s just like we are one of them 
as well, their business is quiet, so we are quiet.
You will soon be moving to another property 
across the road. Why are you moving there?
If you think about the long-term, the rent I’m 
paying is like dead money, and I’ve been here 
nearly six years now. So I bought that shop, 
and despite what I’m paying, the mortgage 
rates, at the end of the day it’s going to be my 
own. I’ll be moving over there in about three 
weeks.
How are you going to decorate it?
I really want a good place, a nice salon, where 
people come and they like it, where they feel 
comfortable when they sit in the chair. I want to 
give a good service to my customers, so when 
they come back next time they feel it’s much 
easier and much more comfortable over there. 
My cousin is doing all the work as a favour, I 
hope I can pay him back one day.
Will you be providing any new services?
You know some people when they have a 
haircut they want a wash as well afterwards, 
and I’m thinking of doing that.

What could be done to improve business in 
Audley Range?
Since PK Foods opened it’s been quite busy, it 
used to be only local people and now people 
come from out of town as well. Sometimes the 
women go to PK Foods for their shopping, and 
the men come here for their haircut! The only 
problem is that since PK came we’ve got a 
parking problem. If the council gave us some 
parking, then it would be much easier for 
customers.
What other kind of shops do you think would 
do well in Audley Range?
We need something different, a mix of shops, 
jewellery shops, a toyshop, ice-cream shops, 
coffee shops, Internet cafés. We need things 
like that.
There are a lot of barbers here, do you think if 
somebody opened a hairdresser for women 
that it would do ok?
I think somebody tried on Queens Park Road, 
but it didn’t work. It all depends, if I say I’m 
going to do unisex in my shop I can, but it’s all 
about the timing and everything. I’m all right 
cutting men’s hair.
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Most of the people in Audley Range are Asians who come from Pakistan, and I think more than half of them can’t speak English, so we’re 
starting training courses here for them.
You’ve just moved in, how are you looking to develop the training centre in the future? 
Well at the moment we’re just building up, you know what I mean, to get to the stage where we can deliver NVQ level 2 courses. We’re starting 
first aid, we’re looking to provide English language courses, food hygiene, small IT courses, that sort of stuff.
And what is your own background? Have you ran a similar business before?
My background? I ran a security firm, recruiting candidates for other companies. In the security sector if you have a security licence you can 
find a job easily.
Who are your main customers at the moment?
Our customers are obviously the people who are looking for work, who are looking for more skills, and who want to learn. We bring people’s 
education up to a minimum of level 2, the equivalent of core GCSEs. Basically we’re developing skills, so people can go out and find jobs. The 
government funds some courses free of charge, so they just need to walk in. Especially at the moment, with the recession and everybody 
losing jobs, they need more qualifications and the skills to get different jobs. 
Are you feeling positive about this business, do you think it’s going to do well?
Yeah, I’m very confident. We’re getting this centre approved by the government, so we are going to be approved trainers ourselves as well. We 
are also looking to open places in another town. Not only Blackburn, but in different towns. This business will be successful because there’s 
always a demand for education. People want to change their careers. People want to improve. Not everybody has been to colleges and 
universities and got a degree. We are going to encourage people to learn more and get more skills and find better jobs, improve the standard 
of their life in this area.
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How long have you had this business?
We’ve had it in the family since 2002, 2003. It’s me, my old man, my sister. A proper family business.
And how is it going?
It’s hard work. People don’t see the amount of hard work that actually goes into running a shop. Just the cash and carry runs alone. People 
just see you sitting here, but there’s more to it than that, and it’s getting harder to keep the balance sheets on the plus side.
Do you have any plans to try and keep the balance sheets on the plus side?
Actually we’re trying to change the layout of the shop and move the partition, take it back and get an extension in, try and put the counter next 
to the door, chop it around a bit and see where we go from there. I want to stick some groceries in, fruit, veg, things like that.
Has anything changed since you opened the shop?
Before people used to come in and everybody had a smile on their face, now everybody comes in just for the sake of coming in, do you know 
what I mean?  Used to have a right good laugh with people and that. I don’t know if people change, but peoples habits change don’t they? Or 
lifestyles. Or is it me?
What is the biggest challenge facing this shop?
You know they’ve already got a Tesco down there. What they want to do is get rid of that and build an Extra Tesco. That’s a two storey Tesco 
where they have clothes, TVs, a chemists, a proper all in one Tesco. It’s going to be a massive one. They’re on about blocking Cherry Street 
off at the bottom. If they do that our passing trade is basically cut by half, so the post office and me, we put together this petition and 
everything. When we went to the meeting they said they’re going to do a public consultation. What’s it going to be, a poster in somebody’s 
window? And if they do that then like I said, 50% of our passing trade will be gone. Post office is fighting it as well. So, right, Paki Tea.
Are there cardamoms in there or something?
I don’t know what she’s put in it today. It might just be milk and teabags.
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It’s quietened down since the government decided to introduce the post office card account, the banking system, since then it’s been quiet. 
Before we had the banking system in place, I’d say you couldn’t even stand in the post office at the moment. This place used to be manic. 
How long have you been here?
I’ve been here for nearly 11 years. Seen a lot of changes come and go. The amount of stuff that’s been taken away from post offices is just 
unreal.  Your water, electric, TV licences, things like that. We used to do everything from here.
Have you always enjoyed it?
I have. I’ve loved it. It’s the customers; I’ve really enjoyed my customers, we’ve got a right good family here I’d say. We can tease each other, 
can’t we? Have a good chinwag, put the world to rights and off you go. Each office is different, it depends on each person and how they run 
their post office, you know, not everybody runs it like me.
Were you in another post office before this one?
This was the first business we ever went into. We have an accounts business too. The original idea was that the boys would work upstairs and 
the girls would work downstairs, and they’ll keep an eye on us through CCTV cameras, see if we were okay, but then they got too big for their 
boots and they’ve had to move out, and I’m left behind running it by myself.
Are there any businesses that you think would do well in Audley Range, or that people could do with?
Whatever there is now, I think they’re already fighting a battle to keep above water to be honest with you.
And what about the provision for entertainment in Audley Range?
I don’t think there’s enough entertainment, or anywhere for the kids to go. The restaurant that opened, I looked into buying it, I was hoping to 
turn it into a place where kids can just go and chill, you’ve got your snooker tablesand you’ve got your computers and then your pinball and 
stuff like that in one section, and in another area you could just sit down and have a coffee. Basically a chill out area. They’re hanging around 
on the streets because they’ve got nothing to do. 
Are there any other ways you sometimes get involved with the community?
We do a lot of charity work. (I am shown a number of press cuttings that are taped onto the wall) This is me slamming superstores! We don’t 
want Tesco to close the road, we want it to stay open. If they shut that we loose a lot of business.
And are they forcing it through?
No, not yet. We are actually fighting with a petition and things like that. So we’ll see, we’ll fight to the end, won’t we? You know me, I love it.

Furthergate Post Office
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Furthergate 
Working Men’s Club

This club has been here since 1927.
Have you been here the whole time since then?
Thank god, no! I’m not that bloody old, I might 
be bald, but that’s due to pressure of work!
I’m sorry! I mean how long have you been here?
I’ve been a member since about 1973.
And in all the time you’ve known this area, how 
would you describe the changes that have 
taken place?
Worse. One of the biggest problems, for a club 
that relies primarily on local people, is that 
over the past 10 or 12 years hundreds of 
houses have been knocked down, and they’ve 
not been rebuilt. We’ve now got all these 
industrial estates across the road, and what 
few houses there are around the back of us, 
they’re primarily filled with Asians now. You’ve 
also got Tesco selling cheap booze, and the 
smoking ban, which had a tremendous impact 
on us. We’ve never recovered, and we will not 
recover. Going back 10, 12 years, on a 
Saturday night when we had concerts, if you 
weren’t here for 7.30 you wouldn’t get a seat. 
Those were the days  when we had 350 

people in. We had artists Wednesday, Friday, 
Saturday, Sunday evening and occasionally 
Sunday afternoon, and the place was heaving 
full because we had all the people that lived 
around here, you know, we didn’t have the 
industrial areas that we’ve now got, we had all 
the houses standing. Granted a lot of them 
needed knocking down, but nevertheless, 
people still came. Going back 6 years we had 
to stop the artists during the week, stopped 
them Friday, stopped them Sunday, and we 
ended up with artists only on Saturday evening. 
Membership dwindled, a lot of the older end 
died or moved out of the area, and the 
committee members of that time did nothing 
to attract younger people, like your age group, 
and my age group in those days. The only 
reason I ever came was because they had 
some good snooker tables, I didn’t come for 
anything else, and that’s the only reason why 
we have any young ones in today, because 
we’ve got the games room, snooker, darts, 
dominoes, pool.

Someone was telling me that there used to be 
a lot more shops around here...
I remember when I was 10, 12, 15 and this 
area was absolutely full chock-a-block of 
shops. You had butchers, bakers, fishmongers, 
fresh fruit and veg, cobblers, photographers, 
carpet shops; you could practically get 
anything you wanted. I think the change started 
coming when one or two of the local pubs shut 
down. We had one on every street corner. You 
could honestly leave here and not make it to 
town because you’d be totally rat-arsed by the 
time you got half way, so that gives you an 
idea of how many pubs there were. Now there 
isn’t any, just us.
In terms of looking to the future, do you think 
there’s a way of turning things around?
Top and bottom of it, unless we can come up 
with some magical formula to attract people to 
come in and spend their money, at the current 
trend, and the current rate of costs, of 
overheads, rates, the upkeep of the building, 
wages, salaries, if next year goes the same 
way, I don’t see this club being open.
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The last shop on Audley Range belongs to Cameron. When I ask a couple of customers what they like about the shop, they both say Cameron. 
‘He’s got the best personality of any cornershop in Blackburn’.

We’ve been here about 17 odd years. First my father, then my brother, and then me, and now it’s up for sale!
Why do you want to sell it?
I just fancy a change to be honest. I’ve got little kids now as well you see. You’ve got to give them the time. They come in here reading their 
schoolbooks. In here! You feel a bit guilty, you want to be at home really. It’s time to move on now, finally, so lets see what happens.
You’re closing your business because of your family, so what’s a day like here?
It’s mad, hectic. Early starts, late finishes, get up 7, 8, get kids ready for school, drop them off for nine, after that the cash and carry, be here 
for 10 and that’s it, me here 10 ‘til 9. I’m a one man band in here while I’m at work, so every little job I do I have to put my nice little signs on 
the door, you know, back in 2 minutes, back in 5 minutes.
What do you enjoy most about the job?
Not one day is the same, new faces, different faces…
Same faces with different stories.
Exactly! It’s like a soap opera, you know everyone, and their stories, and their families, and what they’re doing. 
You’re right at the end of Audley Range. Where do most of your customers come from?
Further down the road you don’t see many white customers, but about 90% of my customers are white, though I’ve never had any problems 
during the 17yrs that I’ve run the business. Sometimes people are a bit rowdy, but as I know everybody in person things don’t get out of hand. 
In what ways has Audley Range changed over the past 17 years?
Before there were segregated areas, there’d be a white area, there’d be an Asian area, there’d be a Pakistani area, there’d be an Indian area, 
you know. But it’s changed a lot, the county, give them credit and what not, they’ve mixed them around and everyone’s getting on. I don’t know 
if you know this, but a few years ago we had riots, I think they were in 2001, and after that the councils around this area of Lancashire tried 
really hard to get communities to integrate with each other. So it’s all right.
When you sell the shop, will you leave Audley Range?
No, I’ll never leave Audley Range.

Better Value Mini Market
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On our last day in Blackburn we manage to catch Jimmy doing his regular round through Audley Range, and accept the offer of accompanying 
him along the way.

Jimmy has worked as a milkman for fifty years. He drives his blue van seven days a week through Blackburn and the surrounding area. He 
never has a day off, never goes on holiday and lives in a small town about five miles from Audley Range. He not only delivers milk, but a wide 
range of dairy products, such as butter, cream, yogurt, cheese and eggs. His customers range from private households, to corner shops and 
restaurants.

In the beginning he used to deliver his goods with horses. He points out how clever animals are, and tells me the story about how the horses 
once pulled the empty cart back home by themselves, from outside the pub that used to be on Lambeth Street, while he was drinking inside.

On our way sidling through the narrow streets of Audley we frequently stop while two younger boys deliver the goods from the open back of 
the van, and collect the money on the doorstep. Some customers are chalking down their goods, some pay straight away. Jimmy has known a 
lot of the boys who work for him since they were very young. Their employment keeps them off the street, while Jimmy 'teaches them what is 
right and wrong'.

Jimmy used to do everything himself. Wash out the bottles, refill them; in the very beginning he even had his own cows. Nowadays he buys the 
milk from the same supplier as the supermarkets. His price is 42 pence a pint, 'that is cheaper than in a lot of places.'  

He explains how he is not keeping the business for profit. He enjoys the contact with people. As years went by, and times changed, he learned 
to speak Gujarati by listening to his customers and taking the language in. We pull into a car park at one of the newer residential estates. A 
woman approaches the van and talks to Jimmy. He asks her how long they have known each other. They first met in 1965.

The future? “I don't know what the future brings, I’m going to keep doing what I have done for half a century”.

0034
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44 voices, representing a rich and varied business community.

44 different businesses that already seem to be very supportive of one another. Not only are services and goods exchanged locally, but you 
rarely hear of any animosity between shops, even when the arrival of a new shop impacts upon the survival prospects of another. The 
individuals we met are proud of their business and feel very connected to the area in which they work, while the oldest businesses, belonging 
to white owners, are well respected and integrated with the newer Asian community. The businesses also seem to share the same concerns 
and challenges; these would include the effects of the credit crunch, the continued tescoification of Blackburn, the lack of parking facilities, 
and youth related issues. The regeneration of Whalley Range is also a recurring theme.

For most businesses featured in this book the customer base remains predominantly local, while the distance to the town centre and a lack of 
certain retail sectors would make marketing Audley Range as a unique shopping experience difficult, at least in the foreseeable future. This is 
not to say that efforts should not be made to promote the profile of the area, as much to generate confidence as to attract more shoppers, 
but you still feel that the first step has to be local, developing, supporting and strengthening a unique sustainable community economy that 
meets everybody’s needs.

If anything this project shows how, within a period of only two weeks, a great deal of trust, warmth and respect can develop from continuous 
face to face contact with those that live and work in Audley Range. From the first day when we were almost universally greeted with scepti-
cism, to people honking the horn as we walk down the street and over 50 people turning up for a group portrait on a cold evening in March; 
Something to consider when it comes to building bridges between political bodies, businesses and community organisations. 

“What they should do, once a week, is walk from one end of Audley Range to the other, just to see what’s going on” (shopkeeper)

We would like to thank everyone who made this project possible and most of all the business community on Audley Range for their generosity 
and trust, for sharing their stories and adding their voice to the project.

44 Voices
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At 8pm on Thursday the 5th of March, shopkeepers in Audley Range were invited to come together and create a group 
portrait. Standing in the middle of the busy main road, the event placed our hidden heroes in the spotlight, to highlight and 
publicise the role that these individuals have within the community. We hope that this experience sows the seed of an idea, the 
idea of being together and of recognising oneself as part of a collective, while fostering a sense of pride in this identity.
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In November 2008 a time capsule was discovered in Blackburn, buried under the founda-
tions of the Blackburn Royal Infirmary since 1897. We have never seen a time capsule 
before, so we visit the Communications Department in the Royal Hospital to examine the 
find.

And there it is in front of us, a large transparent glass urn, together with a collection of the 
items found inside. As we carefully unfold the protective wrapping we discover a fading copy 
of the Blackburn and East Lancashire Infirmary 32nd annual report from 1896. In another 
package we find a copy of the Daily Telegraph dated Friday the 19th of June 1897, as well 
as the queen's Diamond Jubilee official programme of Celebrations, dated the 21st and 
22nd of June 1897. The wax seals on all of the documents are broken and seem close to 
falling apart.

The reason why we are here to see the time capsule is a feeling that our mission on Audley 
Range and the nearby discovery of the time capsule are somehow connected. Being with 
the Audley community has sometimes felt like traveling in time.

We have found ourselves acting as human archaeologists, unearthing the memory of the 
street, the sidewalks, the houses, the shops and their workers. By bringing the business 
community together to take a group photograph we are aiming to celebrate what this is, 
and keep it alive for the future.

Perhaps this is the time to dig up the street and bury a copy of this book, that someone else 
might dig up the same street in one hundred years time, and rediscover a snapshot in time.

The Time Capsule
A Snapshot in Time
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Disclaimer
Most of the text used in this publication has been transcribed from interviews that were 
held during our stay. The views expressed are not necessarily those of the authors. While 
we have tried our best to ensure that all information has been presented accurately, we 
understand that there may still be some small inaccuracies or misunderstandings.
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